London's Met Police Not Fit For Purpose

The pictures show both sides of a letter received by me after my boat, which has been my home for
the last ten years, was burgled. There are a few things which I'd like to point out for the benefit of
anyone else who thinks they might be able to rely on the police.
You'll notice that the letter is dated 29th June 2013. I discovered the crime around 10-30am on the
27th June and after finding out where it was, walked to the nearest police station to report what had
happened. Therefore it must have been close to midday when two policemen attended to have a
look.

They weren't too keen to have a SOCO (Scene Of Crime Officer) come out and look for forensic
evidence, but while I encouraged one of them to at least try I heard the other one on the radio
outside dismissively describing my boat as tatty, or words to that effect.
Well it is a bit, but then it's been almost ten years at sea and survived Tropical Storm Gordon in the
Atlantic last year. The weather hasn't been conducive to working on her, to tidy her up, since
October last year when we arrived back in E London. Nonetheless it was neither sensitive nor
caring, nor insightful.
The next pictures show the inside of my home before and after the burglary, a surprise, you dear
reader never want to come home to, even if you haven't nursed your belongings back across
thousands of miles of sometimes hostile ocean.

The boys in blue did give me some paperwork before they left and I then waited for the SOCO to
arrive. After dusting a couple of surfaces she announced they were probably wearing gloves and
left, I'd have been more reassured if she'd found my finger prints, because I don't actually wear
gloves at home but no, motions gone through so that was enough.
The one thing I was told to do was to make a list of what was missing. It took me two days of hard
work to tidy up and make said list and although I'm still realising items are missing I had a list of
about 38 items, some very distinctive and recognisable, ready to hand in on the Saturday. That's the
29th. The local police station is closed on weekends so I rang Stratford where the SOCO came from.
No answer there so I rang the Met Police non emergency number which is 101.
I was finally given a crime reference number, but the lady I spoke to was clearly somewhat
perplexed that I wanted to actually hand in a list of stolen items, but did advise me I could actually
go to Plaistow police station and do so.
At Plaistow I was received by a charming lady in a uniform but she wasn't, she told me, actually a
policewoman. I gave her my crime reference number and, peering into her computer, she made a
comment to the effect that they'd already 'blank screened it'. I figured I knew what that meant but
asked anyway and was told that effectively it meant the case was closed. Now to put that into
perspective they'd closed it within two days of having the crime reported and before they even knew
the scale of the robbery.
The lady behind the counter did politely type up the list and advised me that cash convertors and
similar shops/pawnbrokers provide a monthly report of what comes in to check against stolen

goods; closing the case ahead of time must save a bit of police work! I wonder if my list was or ever
will be cross referenced.
Then came the letter that prompted this article. As well as pointing out the date of the letter and the
extreme efficiency and speed with which the case was closed, a further efficiency is made by not
bothering to have anyone sign it, another sure fire saving of police time; whilst to ensure a warm
fuzzy feeling for the victim the letter sports a lovely victim support logo and another to reassure us
about the Met Police Force's Total Policing. Whatever that means.
Still, the warmth goes on and on, twice they say how sorry they are that I've been a victim of crime,
although the second one is really only there to soften me up as they feel the need to re-emphasise
that the case is closed and I shouldn't bother them.
Reassuringly though they say it's not all over as the case has been referred to the Police Intelligence
Unit. On current performance I'm left hoping that's not a contradiction in terms. The thing is it says
that if they should one day catch an offender for a similar crime they'll 'investigate' whether that
offender might have committed my crime too. Well yippee.
Have you heard the expression 'the accused asked for x number of other crimes to be taken into
consideration'? That's how the police cook the books. They do a deal with a career criminal
whereby he admits to more crimes not fewer in order to get a lighter sentence.
That way the police and the government can claim many more crimes are solved than is really the
case. Whilst we the great gullible who work for what we want to own can be reassured that our
crime was solved, that those who just break in and take what they want have been caught and that
justice has been served! Happened to me donkeys years ago when my home in Tunbridge Wells was
burgled. Some years later I received a thrilling letter advising me they'd pinned it on someone. Gosh
I was chuffed.
Things have moved on though. This time I was given a Victim Care Card on the very day I reported
the crime. Here is a picture of the inside. On the outside it has the number 4031 which they told me
means it was the four thousand and thirty first crime reported in London that morning. No crime
epidemic going on in the nation's capital then – that's reassuring.

On the inside you'll note the things the officer(s) should have discussed with me. Eight things in all,
so lets look at them. His her role as initial investigator. Yes that was discussed I suppose in a
somewhat vague way. Any particular vulnerability I may feel. Maybe as a long distance solo sailor,
skydiving instructor, car and motorcycle racer I don't project vulnerability, but no that wasn't
discussed. Whether I've been a victim of crime before. I told them I had, before I'd even read the
card, they didn't seem particularly interested so I can't imagine they'd have asked! They did discuss
the details of the crime, but not my expectations from the police response. Crime prevention advice
– No. Contact details – yes. Next steps - No other than to tell me to make the infamous list of what's
missing. And finally my understanding of the information given – No.
Awarding half marks for some of the above I've awarded them three out of a possible 8 on fulfilling
the requirements of their own written agenda.
So there it is, don't get burgled and if you do then make sure it's all on camera if you want any
attempt to be made by the police to solve the case. Remember that many first time burglars don't
receive custodial sentences; of course most of them won't be first time burglars it's just that they
finally got too cocky and eventually got caught.
It's true that thousands of crimes happen every day and that the police are under resourced. A soon
to retire police inspector friend tells me that recruitment policy is largely to blame for my
experiences. That may also be so. The new commissioner is pledged to cut costs further, doubtless
that won't include either his salary or pension. So there it is folks, the Met Police is not fit for
purpose and other forces are probably much the same. You're on your own people; if you have the
resources and a suitable home better fortify it, you may be able to insure, but nothing feels quite the
same as that feeling you get when your home is trashed and violated and treasured possessions you

worked hard for and valued and enjoyed, presents and mementoes and unique antiques acquired
over years disappear.

